MY RESEARCH CONDUCTED AT:

●

Since 2009 (WEB 2.0: since 2010)

●

ca. 1000 digital natives; digital
literacy varies from student to
student

●

The policy of every state-run Norwegian upper secondary
school: Every student must have his or her own laptop
●
computer in the lessons.

ages 16 through 18 or above
English and Social Science tuition to
the foundation course and /
intermediate course students

●

ca. 15 students in a class

●

Premises: classrooms equipped
either with Canon projectors,
smartboards or Epson interactive
projectors

● Since 2015
● 112 maritime students
● Aged round 19 - 50
● “Old School” - fewer
digital natives

In June, 2014 only one third of
TIP Department employees
admitted that they were
competent to utilise most
functions on It`s Learning, the
prevailing work arena on a
daily basis since early 2000s.
The use of Web 2.0 tools
varies.
As Haugaland Upper
Secondary School constantly
strives for lifting achievement,
values and teamwork, we
have drawn attention to
technology-based learning
that would have significant
impact in the manner of
teaching.

WEB 2.0 tools generate a
new twist to the
traditional tuition by
letting students create,
collaborate or share:

Before the LOGGED-ON Project:
- driven by the genuine curiosity and the sense of digital
void or lack of expertise in technology-based teaching
- exploring some WEB 2.0. tools and assessing the
impact upon the students` achievement
After the birth of the LOGGED-ON Project:
- the focus directed from the digital tool itself over to the
purpose of the activity that I had intended to reach with
help of a digital tool/-s.
- explored effective ways of teamwork with help of WEB
2.0. Tools
My motto: “The role

of a digital tool should
predominantly be directed to the enhancement of
http://visualblooms.wikispaces.com/file/view/Digital_Blooms.JPG (21.09.13)
the learning process, but not applied for the sake of the
software use itself.”

Random
Team
Generator

Story Pyramid
TeamUp

WIKI
Essay Map

Web-based
collaborative
real-time
editors:
● NDLA.
SAMSKRIVE
● Google
Drive
● Titan Pad

Word clouds
for
brainstorming:
● WORDLE
● TAGXEDO

CUBE CREATOR

By utilising various digital tools in order to generate the technology-based
learning in my lessons, I attempted to achieve the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Engage students in their own learning with interactive lessons
Enhance language skills
Offer user-friendly and educational digital tools
Create digital stories beyond the scope of pen and pencil
Stimulate their imagination and spark creativity
Motivate students by triggering their interest
Capture their attention with multimedia options
Encourage shy and introvert students to participate and collaborate
Engage students in more advanced cognitive activities
Let students rise to a challenge
Let students participate in a “global classroom” - foster the worldwide
collaboration amongst peers
● Boost effective discussions during a teachers` meeting

My own observations
Findings after experimenting with classes
Questionnaires
Classroom observation
Interviews with students

Some samples of the feedback retrieved from students:
Positive Aspects:

Negative Aspects:

The tutor goes through the teaching material
thoroughly. She ensures that everyone
participates.

The students are expected to use different
digital tools in a lesson that can be a bit
confusing.

She is very interactive and attempts to create a
lively learning environment.
Engaged in teaching and cross-linguistically robust
Interactive tools and quizzes, etc.

As regards Kahoot Quizzes, they are only for
mapping knowledge and little educational.

Some samples of the feedback retrieved from students:
Positive Aspects:

- acquired the growth mindset
- got inspired to vary my teaching practice
After having invested a 100% effort into the research of
indispensable digital tools for teaching English, Social
Science and Maritime English, I have concluded the
following:

No.

WEB 2.0 TOOLS

FEATURES
Effective, user-friendly, sparks interest and creativity, lasts for ca. 30 sec.,
entertaining with music, images and sound with a professional touch

1

2

Word clouds for
brainstorming: WORDLE and
TAGXEDO

Capture students` attention with a fancy design; motivate students by
triggering their interest and prepare the students for brainstorming; userfriendly, enhance language skills; can be used as a wallpaper on Padlet.
Tagxedo is fancier because of the selection of various wordcloud shapes.
They can be created in Internet Explorer, but not in Google Chrome.

3

Map comparing tools:
Comparea.org, MapFight,

Amusing manner of discovering the actual size of countries; user-friendly,
triggering interest in learning more about the countries in question; ideal in
English and geography lessons

OverlapMaps

4

Random Team Generator or TeamUp

To divide the class into various sized groups; the Random Team Generator
is a simpler, more efficient tool than the sophisticated TeamUp.

5

random.org

A handy tool to promote the student`s initiative to perform in a situation
where there are no volunteers.

6

Padlet

Ideal in lessons and team meetings for brainstorming, collecting information
and sharing. User-friendly, a fancy manner of posting sticky-notes on a wall
in real-time. It encourages shy and introvert students to participate and
collaborate.

No.

WEB 2.0 TOOLS

FEATURES
A perfect tool for building the vocabulary; user-friendly with 7 automatically
generated activities after you have created a glossary list. All four cognitive
processes are involved. Enjoyable. More than 8 million glossary lists to
borrow. Exsamples: https://quizlet.com/subject/guntad/

1

2

Thinglink

For creating interactive images and videos; either to expand the vocabulary
or provide factual information by embedding a story or link, hidden under a
symbol; user-friendly.

3

Web-Based Collaborative
Real-Time Editors

Google Docs/Slides work well with those who are serious about
collaboration; challenging during the first few times due to the breach of
netiquette by a few students, e.g. deleting the exercise or posting
pornographic images. The more often Google Docs/Slides get utilised, the
easier it gets to set the students` minds onto the actual task. The “Old
School” students would rather discuss the issues orally than collaborating in
Google Docs/Slides. The digital natives find it amusing to work in real time.
To refresh the document when dozens of people are simultaneously
collaborating, may be annoying in order to see the latest changes in the
Google document. However, Google Docs/Slides offer more functions than
http://samskrive.ndla.no/ and TitanPad which are meant only for textwriting in real-time. Identical to the former Etherpad. Padlet is the best tool
in a seminar/ a lesson where short answers are to be posted.

No.

WEB 2.0 TOOLS

FEATURES

4

Web-Based Collaborative
Real-Time Editors

Storybird, a collaborative tool to create an individual story / poem or a
class story about the theme of their own choice; a wide range of artwork
offered from different illustrators in the art gallery one may choose from. An
entertaining tool to create digital books. To expand the writing experience
you may find http://writingexercises.co.uk/plotgenerator.php an engaging tool
to generate ideas for writing a story
WIKI is a complex digital tool for creating digital books. Writing in a wiki does
not happen simultaneously as in a Storybird when collaborating. Suitable for
teachers to create a well-structured interactive teaching material.
Prezi offers the students and teachers creative ways to make an interactive
presentation in an amusing manner.

5

WordSearch

An stimulating activity to boost the vocabulary; ideal for teenagers

6

EdPuzzle

The easiest way to engage the students with videos that can be
cropped and have embedded questions of three variants and
voice upload. The favourite tool for students, especially ideal in a
rowdy classroom. Efficient assessment platform. Ideal for a
flipped classroom. More info

No.

WEB 2.0 TOOLS

FEATURES

7

Video conferencing tools

Appear.in, Skype, JoinMe or Google Hangouts change the ways
we interact and acquire the knowledge. The benefit for Appear.in
is that no login required and no installs - invited in just by a link.
Max. 8 people can video conversate for free. When I held a
meeting with my colleague via Appear.in, the conferencing was
successful, but it does not offer the text chatting function and
screenshare is only mono. JoinMe is a more complicated tool
because the host needs to install the software and the free
version has limitations, as well as login required. Therefore, I have
used Skype for conferencing sessions with public stakeholders
nationally and internationally to bring the world into the classroom.
It is advisable to generate the questions on a Padlet and send its
link to the stakeholder. After having arranged the time for skyping,
the student/-s asks the prepared questions, as well as some
additional ones. The notion of relevance, interaction and
socialising beyond the classroom let students rise to a challenge.

8

Getting answers from the
global community

Quora, a useful site both for teachers and students where to ask
questions and get answers from people round the world.

No.

WEB 2.0 TOOLS

FEATURES

1

Essay Map

Essay Map helps students structure their thoughts and sort out the outline for
their essay or article. User-friendly and the filled out essay map can be
printed out.

2

Mindmaping

More academic students have found interest in utilising mindmaps. Some
practical students struggled to sort out their thoughts in a concise manner.
Popplet, Mindomo, Mindmeister and Coggle are suitable for brainstorming or
to be created prior to a speech or writing an essay. (Popplet used to work
well, but now the browser has blocked its access.) The beauty of these tools
is that you can easily collaborate by inviting the classmates to join in. Userfriendly. Apart from a text, one may add videos, pictures. Coggle might be
more attractive and simpler to use.

3

Cloud-based storing
platforms

Dropbox, Google Drive, whereas Pocket is ideal for storing
websites.

4

Screencast-O-Matic works well for all ages; easy to record and
upload; duration up to 15 min. Ideal for presentations, oral
feedback or making an instructional video. Screencast-O-Matic is
better than Jing because Jing records max. 5 min.

No.

WEB 2.0 TOOLS

FEATURES

5

Fancy slides

Venngage, a free infographic maker, is handy tool for tutors to make the slides
more appealing and reader-friendly. My students have not tested it yet, but I
have. Prezi does not offer the infographic feature, but its layout gives you an
incredible experience of viewing a presentation.

6

Collecting ideas

Tricider is an effective tool to collect ideas and vote in a social science lesson,
an English lesson or a teachers` meeting. Easy to use and sort out arguments in
a highly coherent manner.
Tackk is the site where you collect the information, comprising a text, images,
etc. and make a long poster with a lovely background. You can customise your
poster with wallpaper of your choice. You may share it with the whole world. It is
one of my favourites.

Padlet surely belongs to this category, but it does not have the voting feature.
Poll Everywhere was also used to collect ideas, but they showed up in a stream.
As the answers get collected on the teacher`s account, the students do not have
access to it. Therefore, the collected material needs to be downloaded and
provided to the students. Thus, it is less effective for collecting information for
others.

No.

WEB 2.0 TOOLS

FEATURES

1

A free game-based
learning platform

Kahoot, popular for its quizzes, retrieves the knowledge in an
amusing manner. The results can be downloaded for the record.
The majority of students love it, but those students who learn best
at their own pace, find it annoying because the time limit is short for
each question. All students participate.

2

FREE Student Response
Systems

Poll Everywhere and Plickers require that the teacher has
uploaded the question/-s on their sites. As a global response platform,
Poll Everywhere is anonymous (honest responses), practical, user-friendly
and fast. It helps the teacher consolidate all students’ responses via any
mobile phone (SMS), smartphone, tablet or PC. The shy students can actively
participate in the classroom work. In TIP classes all students

participated, whereas students from Health and Social Care
Department and Sales and Service Dept. participated partly. As
Plickers collects real-time formative assessment data without the
need for student devices, the multiple-choice answers must be
registered on Plickers beforehand. The students admitted that they
liked to use the Plickers` cards. Poll Everywhere questions can
be assigned to new classes, therefore, the teacher may easily save
time. Students liked to use http://www.strawpoll.me/ themselves to
create instant real time polls for free. Simple and user-friendly.

No.

WEB 2.0 TOOLS

CUBE CREATOR, a practical tool, motivates students by triggering their
interest, enhances language skills and fosters social interaction. Teenagers
enjoy working with the cubes.

3

4

FEATURES

Pie charts

https://www.meta-chart.com/pie allows the teacher to show the
students either their qualitative or quantitative results visually if it
is appropriate.

No.

WEB 2.0 TOOLS

FEATURES

5

SLIDEDOG

Presenting presentations live and operating the slides on the screen via a
smartphone. The students can post questions and chat during the
presentation. In addition, the exit ticket or the feedback from the audience is
also included in this downloadable software. The disadvantage is that the
Microsoft Office Word document/-s must be downloaded on the computer in
order to work in Slidedog, i.e. it would not work via the flash drive. There can
be delays in uploading of all the teaching material for the lesson. Once two
PowerPoints were not able to be uploaded onto Slidedog for the same
session. Otherwise, it is a modern manner of going through a lesson plan
effectively.

6

Comic strips, animations

GoAnimate (animated videos) and Stripcreator (comic strips) are suitable
for elementary and pre-intermediate English learners; great for homework.
They are based on the KISS principle. Despite the concise feature, they
enhance language skills and spark the imagination because it is fun to
create / read /listen to their characters. The creative process may be timeconsuming.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

www.makebeliefscomix.com/
www.wittycomics.com/make-comic.php
www.stripcreator.com/make.php
http://www.pixton.com/uk/
www.pixton.es
http://superherosquad.marvel.com/create_your_own_comic
www.toondoo.com/createToon.do
http://stripgenerator.com/
www.cursosdedibujos.com/es-curso-de-dibujo-online-comicsmanga/
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/language-assistant/teachingtips/using-cartoons-comic-strips
http://goanimate.com/
http://www.digitalfilms.com/
http://voki.com/
http://www.wideo.co/

PLEASE SEE
MY EXAMPLES
OF WEB 2.0
APPLICATION
S FOR
EDUCATION:
https://docs.google.com/
presentation/d/
1BlMEzMBr_pjPo_1CpmsjogEwsQsUo94Nsyb94NMro/edit?
usp=sharing

● The aims achieved
● When there is either no Internet access, poor Internet connection, lacking the
laptop or the laptop is outdated, the technology-based lesson may easily become
a flop.
● Outcomes differ - it depends on the maturity, interest, mood, expertise of students
● Digital natives are more flexible at utilizing the digital tools. The middle-aged
students from the “old school” are less reluctant to use some applications.
● More than two WEB 2.0 tools in the lesson - too confusing for some
● It is common that some students sabotage the activity in real time. After three or
four times and a serious talk about netiquette, it may not be a problem anymore.
● Diverse digital tools should be applied with caution because each new tool
requires quite a deal of the mental capacity to adapt to the new learning style.
● The teacher`s grit for academic success and expertise in utilizing the tools are
essential.
● The majority of digital tools are creative and dynamic aids that promote the
learning process.

"Teachers need to integrate
technology seamlessly into the
curriculum instead of viewing it as an
add-on, an afterthought, or an event." Heidi Hayes Jacobs

